Hosted by

Santa Rosa Shooting Center and Taylor Creek Sporting Clays

September 19th and 20th, 2020
This event is a 200 bird event held at Santa Rosa Shooting Center (Pace, Florida) and Taylor Creek Sporting
Clays (Theodore, Alabama). Participants will shoot 100 targets at each of these two facilities over the course of
a weekend. It will be European Rotation and you may choose which facility you want to shoot first.
This event starts at 9:00AM each day and scorecards must be turned in before 4:00PM each day. You may
shoot all 200 targets on the same day at each facility, or you can choose to shoot 100 targets on Saturday at one
facility and then 100 targets on Sunday at the other facility.
Cost to enter will be $65 at each facility. There will also be a re-entry for $45.
The champion will be determined by the total of the combined targets hit on both courses. High score wins.
Should there be a tie for high score, the tie will be broken by the following method(s):
First Tie Breaker -- Best score on two predetermined secret stations, one from each facility. These two stations
will be known only to the shoot organizers.
Second Tie Breaker – A second set of secret stations will be predetermined, one from each facility, and the high
score between these two stations will determine the winner. These two stations will only be known to the shoot
organizers.
Third Tie Breaker – Consecutive Run – The total of the highest consecutive hits from the scorecards of both
facilities will be added together and the highest consecutive hit total will be the winner.
If the above three tie-breaker methods do not identify a winner, co-champions will be declared.
This event will be an annual event with the winner’s name engraved on trophies that will be kept on display at
both shooting facilities.
This event is open to all shooters and is not limited to shooters just from Alabama and Florida.
This will be a Registered Event. FSCA and NSCA rules apply in Florida. NSCA rules apply in Alabama.
You must be squaded with at least 3 shooters on your team in Florida per FSCA.
Each scorecard must be signed by the shooter and at least one other person on the squad.
To encourage participation, the courses will be set as “easy to medium” difficulty for most stations with a
couple stations at each facility set as “separator stations”.
Once the event begins, neither of the two courses will be modified. Everyone will shoot the same course.
Winners will be classed as Men’s, Lady’s, and Junior’s.
Each shooter must choose which state (Florida or Alabama) they are shooting for BEFORE they start shooting
and they must keep the same state at both ranges.

